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July 1998, revised March 1999EXPONENTIAL INTEGRATORS FORQUANTUM-CLASSICAL MOLECULAR DYNAMICSMARLIS HOCHBRUCK and CHRISTIAN LUBICHMathematisches Institut, Universitat Tubingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 10, D-72076Tubingen, Germany. E-mail: marlis@na.uni-tuebingen.de, lubich@na.uni-tuebingen.de.Abstract.We study time integration methods for equations of mixed quantum-classical molec-ular dynamics in which Newtonian equations of motion and Schrodinger equations arenonlinearly coupled. Such systems exhibit dierent time scales in the classical andthe quantum evolution, and the solutions are typically highly oscillatory. The numer-ical methods use the exponential of the quantum Hamiltonian whose product witha state vector is approximated using Lanczos' method. This allows time steps thatare much larger than the inverse of the highest frequencies. We describe various in-tegration schemes and analyze their error behaviour, without assuming smoothness ofthe solution. As preparation and as a problem of independent interest, we study alsointegration methods for Schrodinger equations with time-dependent Hamiltonian.AMS subject classication: 65L05, 65L70, 65M12, 65M20.Key words: Numerical integrator, oscillatory solutions, Schrodinger equation, quan-tum-classical coupling, error bounds, stability.1 Introduction.The inclusion of quantum behaviour in molecular dynamics simulations is atopic of considerable current interest; see the contributions in the recent vol-ume [4]. Since a full quantum simulation of molecules is out of question, mixedquantum-classical models oer feasible alternatives. A widely used model cou-ples Newtonian equations of motion and Schrodinger equations in the followingway: My00 =  ry( H(y) ) ;i 0 = H(y) :(1.1)Here, y denotes the positions of the classical particles and  represents the wavefunctions. M is the mass matrix and H(y) is the Hamilton operator or { aswill be assumed here { its spatial discretization. The typical situation is thatH(y) is a sum of a (discretized) negative Laplacian and a position-dependentbounded multiplication operator. We refer to [3] for an in-depth discussion ofthis quantum-classical molecular dynamics (QCMD) model.Systems of this form describe largely dierent physical phenomena, such aselectron-ion interactions and proton transfer in biological molecules. Also the
2 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICHcomputational treatment encompasses widely dierent situations, ranging frommodels with just a few suitably chosen basis functions to represent the wavefunctions, to systems with many degrees of freedom arising from a pseudospec-tral space discretization of the Schrodinger equation. A feature in common is thepresence of widely dierent time scales for the quantum and the classical evolu-tion, which leads to particular challenges for the time integration. The dierenttime scales come from two sources: from the high frequencies of the Laplacian,and possibly also from a small parameter multiplying the time derivative of thewave function in (1.1). This parameter is the square root of the ratio of themasses of light (quantum) and heavy (classical) particles. Its presence createsno numerical problems in proton transfer processes, where a typical mass ratiois 1/16, but it does so in electron-ion interactions, with a mass ratio of 1/2000or less. In the present paper we will not deal with the additional numericaldiculties resulting from a very small mass ratio.Various time integration schemes for the QCMD equations (1.1) have beenproposed in [2, 9, 17, 18, 19, 25]. Starting from the observation that (1.1) isa Hamiltonian system, most of these papers construct symplectic methods for(1.1). This appears promising in view of the known strong results on long-timeintegration by symplectic methods, which are obtained using a backward erroranalysis that interprets the numerical solution as the \almost" exact solutionof a perturbed Hamiltonian system [1, 7, 24]. However, all these theoreticalresults break down when the product of the time step with the highest frequen-cies in the system is not small, which is the computational situation we areinterested in. For example, symplecticness then does not guarantee long-timenear-conservation of the total energy. To our knowledge, there is no theoreticalor numerical evidence that indicates an advantage of symplectic algorithms overnon-symplectic, symmetric methods when such large step sizes are used.For none of the proposed methods, there exists so far an error analysis onnite time intervals which applies to step sizes larger than the inverse of thehighest frequencies, and which takes the highly oscillatory behaviour of the wavefunctions into account and therefore assumes no bounds on their derivatives.Such an error analysis is of interest not only from a purely mathematical pointof view but it also gives important insight into relative strengths and weak pointsof the methods and shows situations where diculties are likely to appear. Foroscillatory second-order dierential equations, long-time-step error analyses havebeen given, for suitable methods that integrate linear systems exactly, in [6] and[10]. The analysis techniques used in the present paper are related to thosedeveloped in [10].Here, we study symmetric exponential integrators of the type proposed in [9]which use, in every time step, the product of the exponential of the quantumHamiltonian with a vector. This product can be eciently computed by Krylovsubspace methods. As a preparation for the numerical treatment of (1.1), andas a problem of independent interest [23, 27], we begin by analyzing methodsfor Schrodinger equations with time-dependent Hamiltoniani 0 = H(t) :(1.2)
QUANTUM-CLASSICAL MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 3In Section 2 we study a simple exponential scheme, which has surprisingly com-plicated convergence properties, with a convergence order ranging between 1and 2 depending on possible resonances and spatial regularity. The convergenceanalysis does not assume temporal smoothness of the solution which is typicallyhighly oscillatory. More elaborate schemes for (1.2) are studied in Section 3where we consider an unconditionally third-order scheme and a method basedon the Magnus expansion [12, 16]. In Section 4 we study methods for the fullQCMD equations (1.1). We discuss a simple and a more elaborate discretizationof the rst equation in (1.1) which are combined with methods for (1.2).Summarizing, this paper deals with the rst two of the following problems inthe numerical analysis of QCMD and related equations:(i) to derive long-time-step methods for QCMD;(ii) to give a nite-time error analysis of these methods;(iii) to compare the variety of proposed methods on realistic examples;(iv) to develop QCMD integrators that are robust in the adiabatic limit of themass ratio tending to zero;(v) to explain the numerically observed satisfactory long-time behaviour, e.g.,energy conservation.Detailed numerical experiments and method comparisons on realistic exampleswill be reported elsewhere. First preliminary experiments [22] indicate thatthe methods studied here are highly competitive, in particular when potentialevaluations dominate the computational cost. We also refer to [19] for somethoughtful comments on the expected eciency of dierent method classes fordierent problem scenarios in QCMD simulations.Concerning (iv), we mention that the more elaborate discretization of theclassical equations of motion proposed in Section 4 has the desired robustnessproperty, but the discretization of the quantum equations will have to be modi-ed. Nothing appears to be known about (v) when the product of the time stepwith the highest frequencies is not very small.2 A simple exponential integrator for Schrodinger equations withtime-dependent Hamiltonian.In this section we study an integration method for (1.2) which uses the expo-nential of the current Hamiltonian in every time step.2.1 Assumptions and notation.We assume that, for every t 2 [0; T ], H(t) is a real symmetric N  N matrixwhich can be split as H(t) = U + V (t) ;where the constant symmetric matrix U may have arbitrarily large norm, andwhere V and its derivatives are assumed to be bounded for t 2 [0; T ]:kV (j)(t)k  Mj ; j = 0; 1; 2(2.1)
4 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICHand in Section 3 also for j = 3. Throughout the paper, k  k is the Euclideannorm (possibly scaled) or its induced matrix norm, the spectral norm.We assume further that H(t) has the eigendecompositionH(t) = Q(t)(t)Q(t)T ; (t) = diag(k(t))(2.2)with kQ0(t)k  M :(2.3)In the following, let k denote the eigenvalues of U , ordered such that jk  k(t)j  M0. We write k(t) = k + k(t):For the initial state  (0) =  0 we assumek 0k = 1 ;which implies k (t)k = 1 for all t.2.2 A simple exponential scheme.We discretize (1.2) using a time step h. For integer n, let tn = nh andtn+1=2 = tn + 12h. A simple symmetric scheme that uses the exponential ofHn = H(tn), recursively produces approximations  n to  (tn) via n = exp(  i2hHn) n 1=2 ; n+1=2 = exp(  i2hHn) n :(2.4)A variant of this scheme, shifted by a half-step, reads  n+1 = exp( ihHn+1=2) n.For the extension to the QCMD equations, the formulas (2.4) are, however, morefavorable.We are interested in obtaining error bounds which do not depend on the sizeof the eigenvalues of H(t) nor require smoothness of the solution  , which ingeneral is highly oscillatory. The convergence properties of this scheme turn outto be unexpectedly complex.Theorem 2.1. (i) Under the assumptions of Subsection 2.1, the error of themethod (2.4) is bounded by k n    (tn)k  C hfor 0  tn  T . Here, C depends only on M1 and T .(ii) In addition to the assumptions of Subsection 2.1, assume thatjhk   hl   2mj  a > 0(2.5)for all k; l and for all integers m 6= 0. Then, the error of the method (2.4) isbounded by k n    (tn)k  C h2a
QUANTUM-CLASSICAL MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 5for 0  tn  T . Here, C depends only on M0, M1, M2, M, and T .(iii) In addition to the assumptions of Subsection 2.1, assume that H(t) ispositive semi-denite and there exists 0 <   1 such thatkH(t) (t)k  C(2.6) kH(t)H0(t) (t)k  C(2.7)for 0  t  T . Then, the error of the method (2.4) is bounded byk n    (tn)k  C h1+for 0  tn  T . Here, C depends only on C, M0, M1, M2, and T .In (i) and (iii), the smoothness of the eigendecomposition is not required.In (ii), the dependence on a in the bound cannot be omitted. The proof showsthat, in general, a second order bound does not hold when hk   hl is close toa multiple of 2.In (iii), for  = 12 , the condition (2.6) is just the condition of nite energy, (t)H(t) (t)  Const:For higher , in the typical case that U is a (discretized) multiple of the Lapla-cian, condition (2.6) imposes higher spatial regularity. Condition (2.7) is thensatised if V (t) is a (discretized) spatially smooth potential.The assumption of a positive semi-denite H(t) is not essential. If the eigen-values of H(t) are bounded from below by  , then the result still holds whenH(t) is replaced by H(t) + I in (2.6) and (2.7).The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in Subsection 2.4.2.3 Implementation.The scheme (2.4) requires the computation of exp( iA)b where A = Hn is areal symmetric matrix, b is a vector, and  is a real scalar. Direct computationof the matrix exponential by diagonalization becomes prohibitively expensiveunless the dimension of A is small, in particular so because A changes in eachtime step.Fortunately, there are several possibilites to approximate exp( iA)b e-ciently also for high-dimensional A. Here we discuss in some detail the com-putation via Lanczos' method, we mention briey Chebyshev approximationand then turn to multiple time-stepping using Strang splitting.Lanczos' method. The symmetric Lanczos process [15, 21] generates recursivelyan orthonormal basis Vm = [v1    vm] of the mth Krylov subspace Km(A; b) =spanfb; Ab; : : :; Am 1bg such thatAVm = VmTm + m[0   0 vm+1]:The symmetric tridiagonal m m matrix Tm = V TmAVm is the orthogonal pro-jection of A onto Km(A; b). This yields the approximation [5, 8, 20, 28]exp( iA)b  Vm exp( iTm)V Tm b;(2.8)
6 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICHwhere V Tm b = kbk [1 0   0]T . The matrix exponential exp( iTm) can be com-puted from the eigendecomposition Tm = QmDmQTm, with diagonal Dm, viaexp( iTm) = Qm exp( iDm)QTm:In [11] we proposed to stop the Lanczos process ifm j[exp( iTm)]m;mj kbk < tol;where []m;m denotes the (m;m) entry of a matrix. This stopping criterion canbe motivated by a generalization of a residual bound which is the most popularstopping criterion for iterative methods for solving linear systems, see [11] fordetails. In extensive numerical tests, this criterion was found to work reliably.We thus have the following algorithm.Algorithm 2.1. Implementation of one time step of the scheme (2.4):(i) run the Lanczos process with A = Hn and b =  n 1=2, yielding Vm, Tm,and m for m = 1; 2; : : :;(ii) stop if mj[exp( ihTm)]m;mj < tol;(iii) compute  n = Vm exp(  i2hTm)V Tm n 1=2; n+1=2 = Vm exp(  i2hTm)V Tm n:The convergence behaviour of the approximation (2.8) is analyzed in [8, The-orem 4]. According to that result, there is nearly no error reduction for m 12kAk, but very rapid, superlinear error decay for m  12kAk (assuming herethat A is positive semi-denite). These bounds are almost sharp for the worstpossible case that the eigenvalues of A are densely distributed in [0; kAk] andthat the vector b has no prefered eigendirections, but else the convergence maybe considerably faster. If the number m of Lanczos steps is not allowed to ex-ceed a given bound, say m  64, then this bound may entail a mild step sizerestriction khAk . 100.The Algorithm 2.1 is clearly norm-preserving. Since Vm depends on  n 1=2,time reversibility is lost although we have  n = Vm exp( i2hTm)V Tm n+1=2. Ifmaintaining strict time reversibility is considered important, then the tolerancefor the Lanczos process should be chosen rather tight. Because of the superlinearconvergence behaviour, this usually requires only few more Lanczos steps thanfor a moderate tolerance.Chebyshev approximation to the exponential provides a popular alternativeto Lanczos' method; see, e.g., [14, 26]. Here, one uses a truncated Chebyshevseries expansion of exp(ix) on the interval [0; kAk]. The dependence of theerror on the truncation order m is exactly as described above for the worstcase in Lanczos' method. In our numerical experiments, we generally foundAlgorithm 2.1 more ecient.
QUANTUM-CLASSICAL MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 7Multiple time stepping in method (2.4) is obtained by applying a time-steppingprocedure to i 0 = A ,  (0) = b to approximate exp( iA)b. In particular,when A = U + V where U results from a pseudospectral discretization of thenegative Laplacian (and hence is diagonalized by fast Fourier transforms) andV is a diagonal matrix carrying the grid values of a smooth potential, then anattractive scheme is the Strang splittingexp( iA)b  Sm=mb ;where, for  = =m,S = exp(  i2V ) exp( iU ) exp(  i2V ) :Multiple time stepping with Strang splitting has been advocated in the QCMDcontext in [18]. Its accuracy, or the required step number m, depends stronglyon the spatial regularity of the data b. It is very ecient for smooth data,but becomes inaccurate for rough data. It is shown in [13] that, for arbitrary 2 [0; 2], k exp( iA)b   Sm=mbk  C  m kAbk ;when A is positive denite (as can be assumed without loss of generality).2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.1.The proof makes repeated use of the variation-of-constants formula applied tothe dierential equation for  rewritten, for xed t and  and variable s between0 and  , asi 0(t    + s) = H(t) (t    + s) + H(t   + s)  H(t) (t    + s) :This yields (t) = exp( iH(t)) (t    )  i Z 0 exp( i(   s)H(t))H(t    + s)  H(t) (t    + s) ds :(2.9)It is convenient to prove the error bounds for the half-step errors"n+1=2 =  n+1=2    (tn+1=2) :The result for  n  (tn) then follows immediately from (2.9). By formula (2.9)with t = tn and  = 12h, we obtainexp( i2hHn) "n+1=2 = exp(  i2hHn) "n 1=2 + #n ;(2.10)where #n =  i Z h=2 h=2 exp(isHn)H(tn + s)  H(tn) (tn + s) ds=   i Z h=2 h=2 exp(isHn) sH 0(tn) exp( isHn) ds   (tn) + O(h3) :
8 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICHWe now prove the stated error bounds in the sequence (i), (iii), (ii).(i) Since k#nk  12M1h2, (2.10) yields the stated error bound with C = 12M1T .(iii) In the defect #n, we write  (tn) = H n Hn (tn). Sincek(exp( isHn)  I)H n k  maxx>0 j(e isx   1)=xj  C jsj ;we have by condition (2.6)Z h=2 h=2 exp(isHn) sH 0(tn)  exp( isHn)  IH n ds Hn (tn) = O(h2+) ;and therefore#n =  i Z h=2 h=2 exp(isHn)s ds H 0(tn) (tn) + O(h2+) :Using condition (2.7) and once more the same argument to get rid of the re-maining factor exp(isHn), we obtain#n =  i Z h=2 h=2 s ds H 0(tn) (tn) +O(h2+) = O(h2+) ;because the integral vanishes. The bound (iii) then follows from (2.10).(ii) (a) With the orthogonal matrix Qn = Q(tn) that diagonalizes Hn, wetransform to e"n+1=2 = QTn"n+1=2 ; e#n = QTn exp(  i2hHn)#n :We then obtaine"n+1=2 = exp( ih(tn)) e"n 1=2 + hSne"n 1=2 + e#n ;where the matrix Sn is bounded by kSnk  kQn   Qn 1k=h  M. WithD = diag (k), we then havee"n+1=2 = exp( ihD) e"n 1=2 + hRne"n 1=2 + e#n ;where kRnk M0 +M, and consequentlye"n+1=2 = h n 1Xj=0 exp( i(n   j)hD)Rj+1 e"j+1=2 + nXj=1 exp( i(n   j)hD) e#j :Via a discrete Gronwall inequality, the stated error bound follows if we showthat  nXj=1 exp( i(n   j)hD) e#j  C h2a :
QUANTUM-CLASSICAL MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 9(b) This bound will be proved in the sequel. We havee#n = h2B(tn)QTn (tn) +O(h3) ;where, with G(t) = Q(t)TH0(t)Q(t), we writeB(t) =  i exp(  i2hD) Z 1=2 1=2 exp(ihD) G(t) exp( ihD) d :The (k; l) entry of this matrix isbkl(t) =  ie  i2hk(hk   hl) gkl(t) ;where (x) = Z 1=2 1=2  eixd :Using the variation-of-constants formula (2.9) with  = t, we write (t) = exp( itH(t)) (t) ;where (t) =  0   i Z t0 exp(isH(t))H(s) H(t) (s) ds(2.11)has a derivative bounded by (2M0T + 1)M1T . We then haveQ(t)T (t) = exp( itD)(t) ;where (t) = exp ( it((t)  D)Q(t)T(t)(2.12)satises k(t)k  1 ; k0(t)k  C ;with a constant C which depends only on M0, M1, M, and T . Putting all thistogether, we obtain e#n =  h2i exp(  i2hD) (tn) + O(h3)where the kth component of (t) is given ask(t) =Xl (hk   hl) gkl(t) e itll(t) ;or equivalently, setting  = ((hk hl))Nk;l=1 and denoting by  the entrywiseproduct of matrices, (t) = ( G(t)) exp( itD) (t) :
10 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICH(c) It remains to be shown that nXj=1 exp( i(n   j)hD) (tj )  Ca :By partial summation we have, with Gj = G(tj),nXj=1 exp(ijhD) (tj ) = (En Gn+1) (tn+1)  nXj=1 Ej Gj  (tj+1)  (tj)   nXj=1 Ej  (Gj+1  Gj) (tj+1) ;where En = (n(hk   hl))Nk;l=1 is dened by the functionn(x) = nXj=1 eijx (x) = (1  einx)'(x)with '(x) = (x) eix=(1  eix). For an arbitrary matrix G, we can writeEn G = F G  exp(inhD) (F G) exp( inhD)with F = ('(hk hl))Nk;l=1. Since (2m) 6= 0 for integer m 6= 0, the function' becomes unbounded at nonzero integer multiples of 2. Because of condition(2.5), we may, however, replace ' in the denition of F by the function f denedas the continuous function onRwhich equals ' outside a-neighbourhoods of non-zero integer multiples of 2, and which is linear within such a-neighbourhoods.Lemma 2.2 and the bound (2.13) below then yieldkF Gk  ca kGk ;and hence the desired bound (ii) follows from the above identities.In the proof we used the following lemma.Lemma 2.2. Let f : R ! C have a Fourier transform bf 2 L1(R). Letx1; : : : ; xN be arbitrary real numbers, and let F = (f(xk   xl))Nk;l=1. In thematrix norm induced by the Euclidean norm, the entrywise product of F with anarbitrary N N matrix G is then bounded bykF Gk  k bfkL1  kGk :Proof. We have f(x) = ZR eix bf () d ;and consequently, with D = diag (xk),F G = ZR exp(iD)G exp( iD) bf () d ;which yields the stated bound.
QUANTUM-CLASSICALMOLECULAR DYNAMICS 11We note that the L1 norm of bf can be bounded in terms of the L2 norms off and its derivative byk bfk2L1    a 1kfk2L2 + a kf 0k2L2 ;(2.13)for arbitrary a > 0. This follows readily by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz in-equality to the integral over (1+a22) 1=2(1+a22)1=2j bf ()j and using Parseval'sformula.3 More elaborate exponential integrators for Schrodinger equationswith time-dependent Hamiltonian.In this section we describe integration methods which give higher accuracy, atthe price of more costly numerical linear algebra.3.1 A third-order scheme.A method of order 3 can be constructed by starting from the variation-of-constants formula (2.9). For small  , that formula gives (t) =  I   i Z 0 exp( i(   s)H(t))H(t   + s)  H(t)exp(+i(   s)H(t)) ds! exp( iH(t)) (t    ) + O(4) :We use this with t = tn,  = 12h. We let Hn = H(tn) and set H0n = H0(tn)and H00n = H 00(tn), or the corresponding dierence quotients H 0n = (Hn+1  Hn 1)=(2h) and H00n = (Hn+1   2Hn +Hn 1)=h2. We deneJn = Z 1=20 exp( ihHn) (H 0n  122hH00n) exp(ihHn) d :(3.1)We note that Jn is a Hermitian matrix, and (tn) = (I + ih2J n ) exp(  i2hHn) (tn 1=2) +O(h4) ; (tn) = (I + ih2J +n ) exp( i2hHn) (tn+1=2) + O(h4) :Hence, the following symmetric and norm-preserving scheme has a local error ofsize O(h4):  n = exp(ih2J n ) exp(  i2hHn) n 1=2 ; n+1=2 = exp(  i2hHn) exp( ih2J +n ) n :(3.2)This yields immediately the rst of the following error bounds.
12 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICHTheorem 3.1. (i) Under the assumptions of Subsection 2.1, the error of themethod (3.2) is bounded by k n    (tn)k  C h3for 0  tn  T . The constant C depends only on M1, M2, M3, and T .(ii) Consider the method (3.2) where Hn is replaced by U in the denition (3.1)of Jn . In addition to the assumptions of Subsection 2.1, assume that conditions(2.6), (2.7), and further kH(t)H00(t) (t)k  C hold for some 0    1.Then, the error is bounded byk n    (tn)k  C h2+for 0  tn  T . The constant C depends only on C, M1, M2, M3, and T .The proof of (ii) is obtained with the arguments of the proof of Theorem2.1 (iii).3.2 Implementation.When the dimension is suciently small to compute the eigendecompositionof Hn, the scheme can be implemented as follows. Diagonalize Hn = QnnQTnand let G0n = QTnH0nQn and G00n = QTnH00nQn. Then,Jn = Qn Z 1=20 exp( ihn)(G0n  122hG00n) exp(ihn) d QTn = QnZn QTnwith Zn = An G0n  hBn G00n ;where  denotes the entrywise product of matrices, and[An]k;l = Z 1=20 exp( ih(k(tn)   l(tn)))  d ;[Bn]k;l = 12 Z 1=20 exp( ih(k(tn)  l(tn))) 2 d :The integrals are computed explicitly. Then, (3.2) becomes n = Qn exp(ih2Z n ) exp(  i2hn)QTn n 1=2 ; n+1=2 = Qn exp(  i2hn) exp( ih2Z +n )QTn n :(3.3)For large dimensions, we cannot use Krylov subspaces to approximate Jn . Thediculty is that the integral (3.1) dening Jn contains not only the matrix Hnbut also H0n and H00n. If these matrices do not commute, then it does not appearpossible to approximate Jn accurately in a low-dimensional Krylov subspace.However, the scheme (3.2) can be implemented using Chebyshev approxima-tions to the exponential. We consider the case that U is a spectrally discretized
QUANTUM-CLASSICALMOLECULAR DYNAMICS 13Laplacian, and we take U instead of Hn in the denition of Jn (see Theo-rem 3.1 (ii)). Here we have U = F 1DF , where F is the N -dimensional Fouriertransform matrix and D = diag(1; : : : ; N ). For 0    12 , we approximateexp(ihU )  m 1Xk=0 ck() pk(hU );where pk are shifted and scaled Chebyshev polynomials. This will require m >14khUk. With Pk = diag(pk(hj)), we have pk(hU ) = F 1PkF . Inserting thisapproximation in (3.1) yieldsJn  F 1Xk PkFH0nF 1Xl aklPl  hH 00nF 1Xl bklPlF ;(3.4)where, for k; l = 0; : : : ;m  1,akl = Z 1=20 ck() cl()  d ; bkl = 12 Z 1=20 ck() cl() 2 d :This permits to compute matrix-vector products J n  or J+n in a number of(3m + 2)N logN + 2m2N + O(mN ) operations, assuming that H0 and H 00 are computed in O(N ) operations. Since h2Jn is of small norm, exp(ih2J n ) and exp( ih2J+n ) can be approximated using just a few matrix-vector multi-plications with J n and J+n , respectively.We have included the scheme (3.2) mainly to show what a method looks likewhich achieves higher order with error bounds that are entirely independent ofthe norm of U and of the smoothness of the solution. We are not sure about itspractical usefulness for high-dimensional systems in the implementation (3.4).3.3 A scheme based on the Magnus expansion.If we give up the requirement that the error bounds should be completelyindependent of the norm of U , then it appears attractive to use a truncatedMagnus series [12, 16, 27]. Here, the solution operator of a non-autonomouslinear system of dierential equations is expressed as the exponential of a powerseries in the time step, whose coecients consist of repeated integrals of com-mutators of the system matrices. Let again Hn = H(tn), H0n = H0(tn) orH0n = (Hn+1 Hn 1)=(2h), andH00n = H00(tn) orH 00n = (Hn+1 2Hn+Hn 1)=h2.Using the Taylor series expansion of H(tn+  ) at tn, truncating the Magnus se-ries after the rst commutator and dropping terms of formal order 3, we obtainthe approximation  (tn +  )  exp  iSn( ) (tn)with the Hermitian matrixSn( ) = Hn + 12H0n + 162H00n + i122(HnH 0n  H0nHn) :
14 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICHThis suggests the following symmetric and norm-preserving scheme, where weset Hn = Sn(12h):  n = exp   i2hH n  n 1=2 ; n+1=2 = exp   i2hH+n  n :(3.5)This scheme can be implemented similarly to the simple scheme (2.4). We nowneed to apply the Lanczos process twice in each time step and moreover, eachmatrix-vector multiplication with Hn requires two multiplications with Hn, twowith H0n, and one with H 00n.To understand the approximation properties of this method, we consider thecase of particular interest where H(t) = U+V (t) is obtained from a pseudospec-tral space discretization of the Schrodinger equationi@	@t =  12	+ a(x; t)	 ;(3.6)posed on [0; 1]d with periodic boundary conditions. Here a(x; t) is a continuousspace-periodic scalar function of which we assume that, for every t, it is real-analytic in x and uniformly bounded in a xed complex neighbourhood of [0; 1]d,of radius larger than  > 0. In this situation, we take U as the spectrallydiscretized negative Laplacian, and V (t) as the diagonal matrix containing thevalues of a(x; t) on the equidistant space grid.Theorem 3.2. In the above situation, if h2kUk  c, where c is a sucientlysmall constant, the error of the method (3.5) is bounded byk n    (tn)k  C h3 kUkfor 0  tn  T . Here, C is independent of the smoothness of the solution.Proof. The proof rests on the observation that the commutator of the Lapla-cian with a multiplication operator is a rst-order dierential operator. In thediscretization, we obtain analogously for the commutators of A( ) = H(tn+  ),by tedious calculations with trigonometric series which we omit,k [A( ); A()] k  ChkUk1=2 ; j   j  h ;and more generally, for jjj  h,k [A(k); [A(k 1); [: : : ; [A(1); A(0)] : : :]]] k  k!C k kUkk=2h :If hkUk1=2 is suciently small, this yields that the Magnus series is convergentfor j j  h, see [12, Section 2], and the error resulting from the truncation ofthis series becomesexp  iSn( ) (tn) =  (tn +  ) + O(4kUk) :Therefore, the local error of the scheme (3.5) is O(h4kUk), and the result follows.





































































Figure 3.1: Error versus step sizes for the small example: simple scheme ,third-order scheme , Magnus-type scheme .





































Figure 3.2: Error versus step sizes for the laser example: simple scheme ,Magnus-type scheme . Smooth and nonsmooth initial data.In Figure 3.2 we give precision{step size diagrams at t = 1 for two dierentinitial values. For the rst picture we have chosen 	(x; 0) = e x2=2, which corre-sponds to the eigenstate of the unforced harmonic oscillator to the lowest energylevel. The second picture corresponds to nonsmooth initial data of nite energychosen as  0 = F 1(I   iD) 1v=, where v is a vector of normally distributedrandom numbers, and  is chosen such that k 0k = 1. We implemented thesimple scheme (2.4) and the Magnus-type scheme (3.5), using Algorithm 2.1 inboth cases. Note that both methods use the same number of potential evalua-tions for the same step size. This is not the dominant computational cost in thepresent example, but it is in more complicated problems. We did not implementthe elaborate scheme (3.2) via the Chebyshev approximation (3.4), because it isconsiderably more expensive than the Magnus scheme and cannot be expectedto show a much better error behaviour in this example.
QUANTUM-CLASSICALMOLECULAR DYNAMICS 174 Integration methods for the QCMD equations.In this section we extend the integration schemes of Sections 2 and 3 to thecoupled equations (1.1) of the QCMD model.4.1 Assumptions and notation.We assume that (2.2) and (2.3) hold for H(t) = H(y(t)), and thatkrH(y)k  L1; kr2H(y)k  L2; for all y:(4.1)We assume thatM is symmetric positive denite, with kM 1k  1 for simplicity.We introduce the tensor (pile of matrices)K(y) := rH(y)and dene f(t) =  ry  (t)H(y(t)) (t) =   (t)K(y(t)) (t);so that y00(t) = M 1f(t).4.2 A simple scheme.Arguably the simplest method for (1.1) consists of takingM (yn+1   2yn + yn 1) =  h2 nK(yn) n(4.2)and propagating  n by (2.4) with Hn = H(yn). An appropriate starting stepwould then be y1 = y0 + hy00   12h2M 1 0K(y0) 0 :(4.3)Unless the solution of (1.1) has high regularity, the convergence properties ofthis scheme are modest.Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Section 4.1 hold, and assume in ad-dition that H(t) = H(y(t)) is positive semidenite for all t and there exists0 <   2 such that kH(t) (t)k  C ; 0  t  T :(4.4)Then, the error of the method (4.2), (4.3), (2.4) is bounded bykyn   y(tn)k  C h;k n    (tn)k  C h;for 0  tn  T . The constant C depends only on C, ky0(0)k, L1, L2, and T .Concerning condition (4.4), we refer to the remarks after Theorem 2.1.The proof, which is deferred to the end of this section, gives strong indicationthat the stated order of convergence cannot be improved without assuming moreregularity of the solution.
18 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICH4.3 A more elaborate scheme.To derive a more accurate method, we note that the exact solution of (1.1)satisesy(t + h)   2y(t) + y(t   h) = Z h0 (h   ) (y00(t+  ) + y00(t   )) d= M 1 Z h0 (h    ) (f(t +  ) + f(t    )) d :This motivates the following symmetric integration scheme:yn+1   2yn + yn 1 = M 1 Z h0 (h   ) (fn( ) + fn(  )) dfn( ) =  n( )Kn n( )(4.5) n( ) = exp ( iHn) n ;where Hn = H(yn), Kn = K(yn), and  n is dened via (2.4) or (3.2) or (3.5).A suitable starting value is given byy1 = y0 + hy00 +M 1 Z h0 (h   )f0( ) d :(4.6)Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of Section 4.1, the method (4.5), (4.6),and (3.2) satises kyn   y(tn)k  C h2;k n    (tn)k  C h2;for 0  tn  T . The constant C depends only on ky0(0)k, L1, L2, M, and T .The proof is given in Subsection 4.5.Remark 4.1. If, instead of (3.2), the simpler method (2.4) is taken for thequantum propagation, then the error bound is O(h), O(h2=a), or O(h1+) in thesituations (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 2:1, respectively.This follows without new diculty by combining the proofs of Theorems 2.1and 4.2.In the combination of (4.5) with the methods (3.2) and (3.5), the symmetricnite dierence approximations of the time derivatives of H using the valuesHn+1, Hn, Hn 1 give a symmetric method that is implicit in yn+1. A wayto avoid this implicitness and nevertheless to preserve the symmetry, is to usethe rst formula of (4.5) in addition with 12h instead of h to generate half-stepapproximations yn+1=2. With the help of these intermediate values, we canobtain dierence approximations to H0n and H00n that use only known y-values.We explain this in more detail for the Magnus series method (3.5): Given yn,yn 1=2, yn 1, and  n 1=2, we rst compute  n by the rst formula of (3.5),where we use, for  =  12h,H n = Hn + 12 (H0n)  + 162(H 00n)  + i122Hn(H 0n)    (H 0n) Hn
QUANTUM-CLASSICALMOLECULAR DYNAMICS 19with (H 0n)  =   32Hn   2Hn 1=2+ 12Hn 1=(H 00n)  =  Hn   2Hn 1=2+Hn 1=2 :We then compute yn+1 by (4.5) and yn+1=2 by the same formula with 12h insteadof h and yn 1=2 instead of yn 1. Finally we compute  n+1=2 by the secondformula of (3.5), where H+n is dened like H n , but with  = 12h and n  12 , n 1replaced by n + 12 , n + 1, respectively. This gives a symmetric method whichrequires two evaluations of H and one evaluation of K per time step. The erroris bounded by O(h2 + h3kUk) in the combined situation of Theorems 3.2 and4.2.4.4 Implementation using Lanczos' method.The implementation of the simple scheme (4.2) combined with (2.4) is straight-forward, using Algorithm 2.1. We just remark that it is favorable to use theone-step velocity formulation of the scheme:vn+1=2 = vn + 12han ; yn+1 = yn + hvn+1=2 ; vn+1 = vn+1=2 + 12han+1with an =  M 1 nK(yn) n.We now discuss the combination of the schemes (4.5) and (2.4). Using the no-tation of Section 2.3, we approximate the function n( ) in the Krylov subspacecreated for approximating  n and  n+1=2, hencen( )  VmQm exp( iDm)QTmV Tm nwith the diagonal matrixDm = diag (!1; : : : ; !m). We insert this approximationin (4.5). With the projected tensorGm = QTmV TmK(yn)VmQm ;(4.7)whose computation requires O(m2N ) operations in the typical case that they{dependent part of H(y) is a diagonal N  N matrix, we obtainfn( )    nVmQm exp(iDm)Gm exp( iDm)QTmV Tm n :Dening [Fm]k;l = 2Re Z 10 (1   ) exp(ih(!k   !l)) d(4.8)nally yieldsZ h0 (h    ) (fn( ) + fn(  )) d   h2 nVmQm Fm GmQTmV Tm n :The only approximation is for n( ). The accuracy of this approximation canbe controlled via the stopping criterion of the Lanczos process.
20 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICHAlgorithm 4.1. Implementation of one time step of the scheme (4.5) with(2.4), starting from yn 1, yn, and  n 1=2:(i) run the Lanczos process with A = H(yn) and b =  n 1=2 providing Vm,Tm, and m for m = 1; 2; : : :;(ii) stop if mj[exp( 32 ihTm)]m;mj < tol;(iii) diagonalize Tm: Tm = QmDmQTm;(iv) compute the tensor Gm dened in (4.7) and the matrix Fm from (4.8);(v) compute  n and  n+1=2 via Step (iii) of Algorithm 2:1;(vi) compute yn+1 fromM (yn+1   2yn + yn 1) =  h2 nVmQm Fm GmQTmV Tm n :In Step (ii), the stopping criterion taken over 32h ensures that n( ) is approx-imated accurately enough for all 0 <  < h involved in the integral in (4.5).In Step (vi), it is again preferable to work with the one-step formulation ofthe scheme. We omit the obvious modication.Alternatively, the method (4.5) could be implemented using Chebyshev ap-proximations to the exponential similarly to Section 3.2.4.5 Proof of Theorem 4.2.For simplicity, we writeH(t) := H(y(t)) and K(t) := K(y(t)) ;and similarly for V (t) and Q(t). Using this notation, by (4.1) we have the bounds(2.1) and kK(t)k M 00; kK0(t)k  M 01; kK 00(t)k  M 02where Mj and M 0j depend only on ky0(0)k, L1, L2, because a bound of y00 isavailable from the dierential equation (1.1). Let us denote those quantities in(4.5) which are computed from exact solutions  (tn), H(tn), and K(tn), by en,efn, i.e., efn( ) =  en( )K(tn) en( ) ;(4.9) en( ) = exp ( iH(tn)) (tn) :(4.10)Lemma 4.3. The defect dn dened bydn = Z h0 (h   )efn( )   f(tn +  ) + efn(  )   f(tn    ) d
QUANTUM-CLASSICALMOLECULAR DYNAMICS 21is of the form dn = h3 (tn)  G(tn)(tn) + rn;where (t) = Q(t)T (t), G(t) = Q(t)TK0(t)Q(t), and  = ((hk   hl))Nk;l=1with (x) = Z 10 (1  )(eix   e ix) d:The remainder term is bounded by krnk  Ch4.Proof. We begin by noting that (tn +  ) = en( ) + #n( ) with k#n( )k  M12 ;(4.11)which follows from the variation-of-constants formula (2.9). Next we showefn( )   f(tn +  ) =  en( )K 0(tn)en( ) + sn( )with ksn( )k  C2 :(4.12)From (4.11) we obtain immediatelyk efn( )   f(tn +  )   en( )[K(tn +  )  K(tn)]en( )k (2k#n( )k+ k#n( )k2)M 00 2(2 +M12)M1M 00:Since kK(tn +  ) K(tn)  K 0(tn)k  122M 02, we obtain (4.12).Now, by (4.12) we havedn =  Z h0 (h   ) [en( )K0(tn)en( ) en(  )K0(tn)en(  )] d + qn ;where kqnk  Z h0 (h   ) ksn( )k+ ksn(  )k d  Ch4 :Insertingen( ) = Q(tn) exp  i(tn) (tn) = Q(tn) exp( iD) (tn) + O(h)with D = diag(k) completes the proof.We have the following error recursions.Lemma 4.4. For n  1, the errors en = yn   y(tn) and "n =  n    (tn)satisfy k"nk  k"n 1=2k+ chkenk+Ch3k"n+1=2k  k"nk+ chkenk+Ch3ken+1k  nke1   e0k+ ke1k+ ch2 nXj=1(n   j + 1)(kejk+ k"jk)+ nXj=1(n  j + 1)dj :
22 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICHProof. The rst two inequalities follow immediately from (3.2) and the Lip-schitz constants (4.1). To prove the last inequality, similar to Lemma 4.3 wedene cn = Z h0 (h   ) (fn( )  f(tn +  ) + fn(  )   f(tn    )) d ;so that the error satises en+1   2en + en 1 =M 1cn. Hence, for n  1en+1 = n(e1   e0) + e1  M 1 nXj=1(n  j + 1)dj  M 1 nXj=1(n  j + 1)(cj   dj) :It remains to bound kcn dnk. From k (tn)k = 1 and the Lipschitz bound (4.1)we obtainkn( )   en( )k = ke iH(tn) (tn)  e iHn nk ke iH(tn) (tn)  e iHn (tn)k+ ke iHn (tn)  e iHn nk L1kenk+ k"nk ;using the variation-of-constants formulae iH(tn)   e iHn (tn) =  i Z 0 e i( )Hn (H(tn) Hn)e iH(tn) (tn) d:Finally, kfn( )  efn( )k = kn( )Knn( )  en( )K(tn)en( )k= kn( )Knn( )  en( )Kn en( )+en( )Knen( )  en( )K(tn)en( )k L2kenk+ 2L1kn( )   en( )k (2L21 + L2)kenk+ 2L1k"nkyields kcn   dnk  Ch2(kenk+ k"nk) ;where C depends only on L1, L2, and T .It remains to show that the last sum in Lemma 4.4 does not exceed Ch2.Lemma 4.5. For 0  tn  T we have nXj=1(n  j + 1) dj  Ch2 :
QUANTUM-CLASSICALMOLECULAR DYNAMICS 23Proof. The proof is similar to parts (b) and (c) of the proof of Theo-rem 2.1 (ii). As in that proof, we have(t) = Q(t)T (t) = exp( itD) (t) ;where (t) dened by (2.12) and (2.11) satisesk(t)k  1 ; k0(t)k  C :We write nXj=1(n  j + 1) dj = nXm=1 mXj=1 dj ;and from Lemma 4.3 we knowdj = h3(tj)eitjD  G(tj)e itjD(tj) + rjwith Pnj=1(n   j + 1)krjk  Ch2. We introduce the matrixEn = (n(hk   hl))Nk;l=1 ;(4.13) with n(x) = nXj=1 eijx(x) = (1  einx)'(x) ;where '(x) = (x)eix=(1  eix). Partial summation yields, with j = (tj) andGj = G(tj),mXj=1 j eitjD  Gje itjDj= m(Em Gm)m   m 1Xj=1j+1(Ej Gj+1)j+1   j (Ej Gj)j :By Lemma 4.6 we have kEm Gmk  C andkj+1(Ej Gj+1)j+1   j (Ej Gj)jk k(j+1   j)(Ej Gj+1)j+1k+kj (Ej  (Gj+1  Gj))j+1k+kj (Ej Gj)(j+1   j)k Ch :Combining these estimates completes the proof of the lemma.Lemma 4.6. There is a constant C such that the entrywise product of En,dened by (4.13), with an arbitrary complex N  N matrix G is bounded bykEn Gk  CkGk :
24 MARLIS HOCHBRUCK AND CHRISTIAN LUBICHProof. We introduce the matrix F = ('(hk   hl))nk;l=1 and note thatEn G = F G  exp(inhD)(F G) exp( inhD) :Since (2m) = 0 for all integers m, the function ' and its derivative are squareintegrable over R. Thus it follows from Lemma 2.2 and (2.13) (with a = 1) thatkF Gk  CkGk.The error bound of Theorem 4.2 now follows from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 via adiscrete Gronwall inequality.4.6 Proof of Theorem 4.1.We consider the method (4.2) as a perturbation of (4.5). We begin with ananalogue of Lemma 4.3.Lemma 4.7. The defect bn dened bybn = h2f(tn)  Z h0 (h   ) efn( ) + efn(  ) d ;with efn( ) dened by (4.9), is of the formbn = h2 (tn) (tn) G(tn)(tn) ;where (t) = Q(t)T (t), G(t) = Q(t)TK(t)Q(t), and (t) = ((hk(t)  hl(t)))Nk;l=1 with (x) = 1  Z 10 (1  )(eix + e ix) d :Under condition (4.4), with 0    2, we havekbnk  Ch2+ :We remark that (x) = O(x2) as x! 0, but (2m) 6= 0 for integer m 6= 0, incontrast to Lemma 4.3.Proof. The formula for bn follows directly from the denitions of the quan-tities involved. To prove the bound, we begin by noting that H(t) (t) =Q(t)(t)(t). Let rst 0    1. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (iii), we usek exp(i)   k  C j j kk ;which gives, for ,  and G evaluated at tn,bn = h2G   h2 Z 10 (1  ) exp(ih)G exp(ih) + exp( ih)G exp( ih) d= h21  2 Z 10 (1  ) d  G + O(h2+)= O(h2+) :
QUANTUM-CLASSICALMOLECULAR DYNAMICS 25Let now 1    2. Here we usek exp(i)   (I + i)k  C j j kkto obtainbn = h2G   h2 Z 10 (1  ) (I + ih)G(I + ih) + (I   ih)G(I   ih) d + O(h2+)= O(h2+) ;where the last bound follows by multiplying out.To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, we recall that the local error of (2.4)is O(h2), and the truncation error of (4.2) is bn + dn = O(h2+), since dn ofLemma 4.3 is bounded by dn = O(h3++h4) under condition (4.4), as is shownin the same way as for bn above. The error propagation is still as in Lemma 4.4,with bn + dn in place of dn. A Gronwall-type inequality then gives the errorbound stated in Theorem 4.1.Acknowledgement. C.L. thanks Syvert N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